EPSCO Council Conclusions
On the 10th December, the EPSCO Council adopted Conclusions on Inclusive Labour Markets. ENSIE welcomes these Conclusions and hope they will translate into concrete actions.

More information here
The European Green Deal
On the 11th of December, the European Commission revealed its Green Deal, one of its flagship initiative for the next five years. ENSIE welcomes this initiative but the Social Economy should be further considered as central in the ecological transition.
More information.

Social Economy Intergroup
The European Parliament finally published its list of Intergroups for the next term. Among them, we are pleased to find the Social Economy intergroup for which we fought with our members and Social Economy Europe.
More information

# ENSIE NEWS

European Day of Social Economy Enterprises
On the 27th of November, ENSIE participated to the European Day of Social Economy Enterprises in Strasbourg where the participants, talked about how to improve the EU ecosystem for Social Economy. Among the speakers were present Nicolas Schmit, newly confirmed in its Commissioner for Jobs and Social Rights position, Lucas Jahier, President of the EESC and Karl-Heinz Lambertz, President of the Committee of the Regions. Patrizia Bussi, ENSIE Director, moderated the debates. At the end of the day, the participants adopted the Strasbourg Declaration on Social Economy, which was presented to Nicolas Schmit.

More information about this event here.

ENSIE Board of Directors

In November, ENSIE organised its Board of Directors open to members in Budapest,
Hungary. During this event we welcomed our new Danish member, Kooperationen, talked about the European Semester process, about fundraising and project development, advocacy tools and best practices and we present the INNO-WISEs project platform to our members. On the second day, we participated to a European seminar on "Work Integration Social Enterprises : exchange of good practices" organized in collaboration with our Hungarian member Galileo Progetti, along with Héfta Research Institute and IFUA Non profit Partner.
You'll find a summary of this event here.

Presentation of the conclusions of the Seminar on "Work Integration Social Enterprises: exchange of good practices"

**ENSIE Manager Award**

During the ENSIE Board of Directors, the award ceremony for the ENSIE WISE Manager
Award took place. The winner was Paranusim?, a Latvian helpline employing disadvantaged people. The second place was awarded to Food Value, an Italian app, providing food for disadvantaged people and the third place to KeBuono an Albanian social pastry providing jobs and community empowerment while fighting organized crime. Congratulations to all of them!
More information here.

Presentation of the three finalists of the ENSIE WISE Manager Award

ENSIE database UPDATED!
ENSIE updated its Database of Work Integration Social Enterprises throughout Europe and added new countries! If you want to see what other countries are doing or how developed is the sector in all the EU countries, check here!

# MEMBERS NEWS

**France - Community Services**

Our member, the [Fédération des Entreprises d'insertion](https://mailchi.mp/e3c7055e36c2/ensie-2019-quaterly-newletter-4) announced that it started working with the French Ministry of Justice in order to improve Community Work throughout the territory. More on this [here](https://mailchi.mp/e3c7055e36c2/ensie-2019-quaterly-newletter-4)

---

**The Netherlands - Study visit in Belgium**

In November, our member [de omslag zinvolle zaken](https://mailchi.mp/e3c7055e36c2/ensie-2019-quaterly-newletter-4) came to Belgium for a study visit with a group of Social Entrepreneurs. They
visited the Group Terre and Ateljee, two members of ENSIE network. The goal of the visit was to exchange on workers participation in WISEs. More on this visit [here](#).

---

Romania - Study Visit to Norway

Atelere Fara Frontiere, member of RISE Romania went to Norway to do a study visit. It was an opportunity to see the best practices that exists in Norway and can be implemented back in Romania. More information [here](#).

---

# PROJECT NEWS

30th September

End of the Rights to Grow project

![R2G Logo](https://mailchi.mp/e3c7055e36c2/ensie-2019-quarterly-newsletter-4)

After two years of fruitful work with our partners, the Rights to Grow project ended in September! Together, under the coordination of DIESIS, we mapped governance models of social enterprises in Europe, identified and analysed good practices. Have a look to the project [conclusions and final recommendations](#)!  

For more info!
18th November
Buying for Social Impact - Final Event

On the 18th November, the Buying for Social Impact project (BSI) had its final event in Brussels, Belgium. At this occasion, the partners presented the results and recommendations from the BSI project in the presence of representatives from the EESC, the European Commission, EASME, national ministries and the European Parliament. The project is now finished, but ICLEI and AEIDL are collecting good practices from all over Europe in the framework of a new project.

For more info!

27th - 28th November
INNO-WISEs project team meeting in Zagreb

Once more, the partners of the INNO-WISEs project met in Zagreb, Croatia, on the 27th and 28th of November. The project is well underway and the activities are carrying on smoothly with trainings and workshops regularly organised by the partners. The project platform is also nearly completed and you will soon be able to benefit from our hard work! The next meeting will be in Poznan, Poland, on the 20th and 21st of January. The project final meeting will be held in Milano, Italy, on the 17th June.

For more info!
# AGENDA

TO DO IN JANUARY

13-14 January: Meeting of the Advisory Group of the European Corps Resource Centre in Vienna (Austria)

15 January: DIGI < ES on Digitalization and Social Enterprises, Namur (Belgium)

20-21 January: 8th INNO-WISEs project team meeting and Steering Committee in Poznan (Poland)

21 January: Constitutive meeting of the Social Economy Intergroup (tbc)

TO DO IN FEBRUARY

20 February: ENSIE Board Meeting in Amsterdam (The Netherlands)

TO DO IN MAY

5 May: Social Platform General Assembly Meeting

13-14 May: ENSIE General Assembly Meeting in Zagreb (Croatia)

TO DO IN JUNE

17 June: INNO-WISEs project final Conference in Milano (Italy)

TO DO IN OCTOBER

14-15 October: ENSIE Board of Directors in Brussels (Belgium)

TO DO IN NOVEMBER

26-27 November: European Social Economy Summit in Mannheim (Germany)
PART OF A NATIONAL/REGIONAL NETWORK OF WISES?
YOUR ENTERPRISES ARE AT THE CORE OF THE
ECONOMIC SYSTEM AND WITH A STRONG PEDAGOGICAL
DIMENSION? YOUR SOCIAL OBJECTIVE IS THE WORK AND
SOCIAL INTEGRATION AND CITIZENSHIP? JOIN US AND
BECOME ENSIE’S MEMBER!

Contact-us!
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